
 

 

All participants wishing to attend should do so via Google Meet using the following information:
 

(US)

1. Call to Order and Public Input: 
 

2. Approval of July 2021 Meeting Minutes (5 minutes) 
      

3. Hockey Operations:  Mike Adamek & 
a. Tryouts Debrief:  The facility in Ogden facility was great.  There were lots of evaluators which 

was great.  Mike got some positive feedback about how the tryouts went.  Mike suggested we 
coordinate with other organizations to have the tryouts around the same week next ye
suggests that we reach out to UAHA to working towards having tryouts after school starts.  
George mentioned that many other organizations have their tryouts in the spring.  The point of 
having tryouts at the end of the summer is that allowing fam
vacation.  The downside of spring for the younger kids is that 3 months can make a big 
difference in development.  

b. Practice Player Policy discussion
they would like to make it so coaches can invite players to practice.  Yvette raised questions as 
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Meeting Minutes (5 minutes)  

Hockey Operations:  Mike Adamek & Jack Skille (60 minutes) 
The facility in Ogden facility was great.  There were lots of evaluators which 

was great.  Mike got some positive feedback about how the tryouts went.  Mike suggested we 
coordinate with other organizations to have the tryouts around the same week next ye
suggests that we reach out to UAHA to working towards having tryouts after school starts.  
George mentioned that many other organizations have their tryouts in the spring.  The point of 
having tryouts at the end of the summer is that allowing families to finish their summer 
vacation.  The downside of spring for the younger kids is that 3 months can make a big 
difference in development.   
Practice Player Policy discussion:  Mike and Jack have discussed the practice player policy and 
they would like to make it so coaches can invite players to practice.  Yvette raised questions as 
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to how this will be regulated.  Will they pay extra fees?  Will they practice for the whole 
season?  Is it all the alternate players?  Is it players that are not on the alternate list?  These 
decisions should be up to coaches and Mike and Jack.  Jack suggested that coaches should be 
able to call up players to practice.  Yvette raised the point that before the practice player policy, 
there was essentially chaos and parents were unhappy with some kids getting extra ice time 
and others not having that opportunity.  Mike suggests that there can be parameters that we 
can maintain such as limiting it to when other players are missing, limiting it to players from the 
same age group, and more.  Jack suggests that these complaints are passed onto Jack and Mike.  
Mike and Jack are going to write up what their parameters are, then hold their coaches to these 
parameters.  We can review and vote on it next meeting.   

c. Mental health awareness ~ Update from Mike.  Mike has contacted a psychologist.  We will 
start the conversation about what we can put together.  We can get an idea of what the market 
is for their services.   

d. Dryland Training:  Jack has been talking to the rink management about getting some space for 
off-ice training.  He didn’t get much traction.  Jack is suggesting that we sit down with Matt G, 
Debbie, and Amanda to negotiate the use of some space.  Mike suggested that he and Jack try 
again this week to meet or communicate with the rink staff. 

e. D2 registration numbers and coaches needed. (as of 09/01/21):  We have two possible 10u 
D2 parent coaches.  Cal Lloyd can coach either the 12u or 14u teams.  Mike Strahan is 
a potential for the 12UD1.  He does not have a kid on the team.  Mike and Jack are 
having a meeting on Sunday and will educate the coaches on the certification that 
needs to be done.   

                                                              i.      6U – 5 
                                                             ii.      8U - 9 
                                                           iii.      10U - 13 
                                                           iv.      12U - 9 
                                                             v.      14U – 4 

 
f. PCIM Required Docs to sign (Prucka?) 

i. Is this set up yet?  Are we doing this in Docu-sign? 
ii. What docs will be required and have we updated them? 
iii. Can we add the USA Hockey National Consent to Treat for (especially for the 

Tier 2 Teams) 
iv. Once a player signs, will a manager have access and be able to go in and print 

the signed documents for their team Credential book? 
 

g. Team/Individual Pictures – Matt Prucka will be taking this year, when will they be 
taken, who will update on the website (Prucka?) 

h. UAHA Training Update (Mike/Yvette) 
                                                              i.      All board members need to do their SafeSport and Background checks 
                                                             ii.      Rule updates and changes 
1. Parent Education Zoom Schedule (Jack/Mike): Jack suggested that we send out a survey 

about topics they want to be discussed. Mike and Martha suggested these are not monthly but 
more like occasional.   



 

 

     
Add an additional number and title Managers: Nicki Jones 

 Team Managers Training Meeting – September 9th @ 7:00 pm 
 Managers need to be working with James to roster their team and get a green stamp 
 All volunteers need to do SafeSport and Background Checks 
 It is essential that we have locker room monitors at all times this year! 
 Nicki is working with Melissa to schedule the URL games 
 Nicki is working with Kim S. to schedule the tournaments for the URL teams 

      
4. COVID: Natalie (10 minutes) ~ Natalie reviewed the COVID guideline that Matt, Lisa, and Natalie put 

together based on the Utah Health Department Guidelines and the Summit County Health Department 
Guidelines.  Martha is going to post on the website the Utah Schools Guidelines, the Summit County 
Health Department Guidelines for Sports, and the summary of these guidelines as to how they apply to 
PCIM.  Martha will review the form emails that players/families receive if they test positive, are 
exposed at school, or are exposed at home.  George will get with Martha and Matt to review the 
COVID agreement form.       

5. Player Development: George (5 minutes) George will take the lead on developing a way to channel the 
learn to play kids into PCIM.  George suggested we identify a plan for how we retain players.  George 
and Jack did a tremendous amount of off-season training as did Mike, though these are not PCIM 
programs, they do draw players.  Mike suggested that we make our summer ice program more 
attractive for high level players (while not excluding the developing players).  One way we could do this 
is to have more groups of players rather than just two groups.  We could stratify by smaller age groups.  
Another thing we could do would be to essentially do scrimmages for the older kids.  Mike and Jack 
agreed that scrimmaging is big for the development of kids in the summertime.  George, Natalie, Jack, 
and Mike will start talking about this again in the New Year.  Natalie will serve as a scribe to help Mike 
and Jack put together what they want to do.  We will involve Melissa Gready.  They will coordinate 
with George around Sharks activities so as to allow players to do either activities or both.  Jack 
mentioned that our AA organizations are competing for players and that it is important to educate 
players and families about our program and the benefits of staying with one organization.  We need to 
produce a good product and then advertise it.  The product will speak for itself.   

6. Ice Management:  Melissa Gready (10 minutes)  
 

7. Finance & Accounting: Matt Prucka (10 minutes) 
 

8. Communications: Martha Skinner  (10 minutes) 
 

9. Fundraising: Tony Martino (5 minutes):  Martha has sent out an email about the Opportunity drawing 
and we can encourage families to buy their tickets on time.  We are recruiting 1-2 volunteer players for 
the event.  We need adult volunteers to help set up or shut down.  We can include in our Jans email 
that we are looking for volunteers.  We can also ask the managers to help us find volunteers.  Each 



 

 

organization needs to volunteer 40 hours.  Tony will find out how the volunteer process works and will 
get back to Yvette before the managers meeting.   

 
10. Uniforms/Equipment/Merchandise: Yvette Connely 

a. Uniforms 
 i.      Uniform items for 16U/14U teams are starting to arrive.  Yvette will arrange with the 
team managers to hand out items as they come in during September and October. 
ii.      Uniform items for 12U/10U will be ordered on Monday, August 30th.  Things should 
start to arrive the middle of October. 
 iii.      Uniforms for D2 teams (jersey and socks) will be ordered every two weeks as the 
registrations come in through the end of December. 

b. Merchandise 
 i.      Yvette is currently ordering merchandise for the 2021-2022 season.  Some has come 
in already. 
 ii.      Yvette will start putting merchandise out for sale on Tuesdays and Thursdays once 
the season gets going in late September/October. 
iii.      If anybody wants me to order something specific that you think will sell well, please 
let me know. 

c. Equipment 
 i.      The PCIM Equipment Swap is scheduled for September 25-26, 2021.  Joining forces 
with Cottonwood Hockey Shop to sell new equipment at the same time (one-stop shop 
for parents). 
ii.      Yvette will work on updating the equipment cage this season once things slow down 
with uniforms. 

 
11. Other:  Next board meetings:  Yvette will try to schedule the next few meetings on Mondays at 

6:30pm.  Yvette will back up Natalie for Minutes if Natalie can’t attend due to work.   
 

12. Upcoming Events: 
 

September (Pre-season T2/Travel/D1) 
9/6: UAHA Board Meeting 
9/25 Merchandise sales then most Tuesday nights through October 
9/25-9/26 Equipment swap 
9/25-9/26  Manager’s Training Meeting  
 

October (Season starts) 
10/4: UAHA Board Meeting 
10/23: JANS Winter Welcome 
TBD PCIM Board Meeting  
 
TBD Merchandise sales 

 
 



 

 

13. Adjourn: 

 


